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Summary

Past Surveys

Individuals and companies working in the
commercial spaceflight industry are focused on the
technology of spaceflight. Because of that focus,
they may not fully realize there is more that is
beyond the technology.

Surveys from 1994 to 2008, conducted in a variety
of countries, have shown that at least 30% of the
respondents indicated a desire to travel to space.
In some surveys, over 50% of the respondents
said they would make the trip.

As the media unveils more and more about
commercial spaceflight and space tourism, the
popularity of these industries grow. It grows
because people who have dreamed of traveling to
space are getting excited again.

Current Statistics

This presentation highlights the research by
NewSpace Magazine staff to determine just how
popular commercial spaceflight and space tourism
is.

Popular Opinion
Space and science fiction fans will tell you that
space tourism will be very popular and the sheer
number of these fans would give a strong
indication of that.
The entertainment media’s consistent production of
movies, television shows, and books with a space
theme also give a general indication that
spaceflight will be popular.




1 – 2 movies with a space theme are
produced each year
Some of the longest running television
series have been space related
The great science fiction writers Heinlein,
Clark, Bradbury, and others have fueled
our imagination for decades

The NewSpace Magazine staff used Google tools,
to see if the popularity of space tourism could be
determined in more detail by analyzing the number
of searches on text strings related to commercial
spaceflight and space tourism.
Analysis of searches between May of 2009 and
April 2010 (1 year) showed a steady increase in
the number of searches for commercial spaceflight
related terms. The number of searches submitted
during the month of May 2010 provides a sense of
how hungry people are for information.
The research also showed a dramatic increase in
the number of searches when a significant space
related event occurred. When something in the
industry happens (like the VSS Enterprise glide
test) the people who are regularly monitoring the
internet news, tell many others who also search for
information.
This research shows more definitively that
Individuals and companies working in the
commercial spaceflight industry are not alone.
There is a very large group of supporters, beyond
the technology, waiting with mounting excitement.

